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Thousands ofof prospective elementary teachers are gradu-

ated fr.= colleltvnd universities in the United States each

year. While many of thee prospedtive teachers. will never

'enter the teaching, profession a;'regular classroom teachers,

the majority will. As a result, hundreds of thousands of

children will be.affected-by their attitudes and teaching

Competencies: With such large numbers of neophytes.entering

the'teaIhing profession. each year, the responsibility of pre-
,

paring competent teacher's should, if not, be the most chal-

lenging task-facing modern educators.

Responding to these challenges, many, teacher training

ti

institutions haAie implemented innovative programs inorder to

keep abreast of current trends affecting elementary schOol

programs. One might asStime.tha-E-the.end result of such in-
,

novat've programs:would be a more competent teacher; however,

a freqdent

thatirepent

critj.cisin made by Many school administrators is
. '

. ..

teacher graduates do not appear to be' adequately
.. .

. . ,

prepared foi their teaching roles. In an effort to identify

certain characteristics and selected competencies of prospec-
-

I .

.7 tive, as well as experienced elementary teachert, the writer
i

.
..

undertuok a comparative study-to investigate the mathematical

attitudes and competenciesof both prospective and experi -

enied elementary teachers.
01,

PURPOSE

The putpose of the study was (a) to determine if there



.

/

was .a significant.relationship between the mathematical at-,e

titudes\.and competencies- .prospective and experienced ele-

mentary teachers' and variables germane to both samples; (b)

,

to determine if there was,a significant difference between

\the mathematical acIievemerit of prospective and experienced.

elemeptary teachers-; and (c).,;(3 determine if there was a

significant- difference between the attitudes toward mathemat-

ics ofpoth sample's.

PROCEDURES -. .

4
s

. .

4
1 .

The study was based on a random sample of 1,008 prospec=-

tive and experienced elementary teachers in-tile State of Texas

during the 1972 Spring Semester. The participating colleges

and universities making up the prospective teacher' sample_

were rand6mly selected from the49 institutions of higher

learning with approved programs leading to an elementary

teaching certificate (Walkek:1971'). Of the 13'institutions-

selected, seven werestate and 'six were privately supported.

The 13 institutions represented most-of.the geographical te-
.

gions of the state: The final'prospectiVe tsaaher sample.

,

consisted of 724 junior and senior elementary education ma-,

jors enrolled in student teaching at the siX private (N=143).

and seven state (N=581) -institutions. (The sampling prOce-

dures for the study were extremely detailed; however, for the

purpose pf brevity, it should be noted, that both large and

small state an7d private institutions were inAudeain the

study) -.
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The expeienced elementary teacher sample of 284 was

composed of regular full= -time teachers from ten. private, and

public elementary%schools (K -6), in the Greater Houston Area

.during the l972 Spring Semester. The community where each

3 ,

school was located may be described as primarily residential,

commuter-suburban settlements with. little or no industry' and

]located within 25 miles 'tram the central business area.;of
.

Houston. 'Of the 284' experienced teachers, 57 had been aWard-,
. .

ed the Master's Degree, one the.Doctorate, and seven had not

been awarded a degree.:

HYPOTHESES-STATISTICAL. TREATMENT

The following null hypotheses tested were:
...., ,

tly There
'
is nb significant relationship between the mathe-.

,

.,

matical competenCe 'and,attftudes.tOwand mathematics of pro.:

spective and experienced elementary teachers and certain se-

lbOted'variables.

(2) There IS no significant difference between the mathema-
.

tical achievement of prospective and experience& elementary

"teachers,, as measured by the'arithmetiC subtegs of 'a stand-

*ardiZed achievement test.

13) There is no siignificant difference between the attitudes

toward mathematics of prospective and experienced elementary

,
teachers,oas measured by a widely used attitude' scale.

(4) There is no significant difference between the mathema-

tical achievement and attitudes of prospec'tive elementary
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teachers attending state -s
§ti&rtions and those attending 1

.-s
private institutions'

-The statistical techniques useA
,'

(

analyzing the data

miningwere p2oduct-mothent correlations and the t test
.

d

"%,.

the difference4n means between two independent samples

(Ferguson 1960. All :hypotheses were considered at the .05

level of significance.

"
DATA GATHERING INSTRUMENTS

For_the purpose of collecting data from the, prospective

3

7

and.texperienced elementary teacher' samples, twoquestionnaires,

an atti -Ude scale, Sand three arithmetic subtests of.a stand-
.

ardized achievement test were administered-to both.samples.

:The two questionriaires (a li item for prosptdtive and a

19 item for.e)iperienced teachers), designed by the writer,

contained items that were concerned with the.respondents' six,

age, high schodi grFduating class size, number of high, school
.

and college matheMaticourSes completed, number of mathema-'

tics methdds courses completed, academic specialization, and

grade level (K-3 or 4-6) teaching,preference,or assignment.

One item on the prospective teacher questionnaire made refer-

ence to whether they attended a private.or pilblic institution.
1

Additional information relating to the level of professional

training, number of years teaching experienCe, number -)f math-

ematkcs classes taught each day, and the number of years since

completing a mathematics content or methods course, was obtain--

ed from the experienced teachers.
.



. The scale. used for measuring the attitudes-totqard math.:

ematfcs of both samples was the Revised Math Attitude Scale .

4

developed by D. R. Aiken and R. M. Dreger (Shaw-and Wright-
,

1967). The 20 item scale used the Likert scaling procedure
0.

with 10 of the items tuggesting pogitive and 10 relating to

negative attitudes toward mathematics. ,A test-retest relic-
.

. , ' ,

bility coeffidient of .94 wasceported 617 the authors.. .

The test used forgeasuring mathematical achievement of
.

. . .. .

-both samples was the gtanford Achievement Test, 1964 .Advanced
0

Battery, Form X. The. three subtestA relating to arithmetic
' -

computation, concepts, and applications were the only tests
. ,

of thefbattery administered to the sa'mples. (TMs test was
f. . % . . .

recommended for use in grades seven, eight, and nine). Reii-
.1. .a ..

.

abPity coefficients reported for the the subtests ranged .,
. -

froma low ,of :16'in grade seven "to a high of :92 in grade

nine (KelIey 1964)..

) RESULTS

.1 .

4" :

The results, df the data were classified as (1) descrip-

tiye'And (2) statistical. The desctiptive data xre the

-dharacterstics of both samples (without statistical implica-

tions)tions) that were pbtained fibm both questionnaires. The sita-

.

O

'74

I

tistical data sighted correlation summaries of the null hy-

oothepes stated previously.,

DESCRIPTIVE-DATA

Approximately 95 per cent of both samples were female

.0
ri s

' R

0-

00



;

with ;more than 90 per -cent'of the prospectie and 71 per cent
,

1 :.
.

of the experiencedn'teacper, s being :under 35 yeSrsoof age. .The
4

most common high school graduating class sizes for. be) S'am-
. ,

.
. . , .

. . '.
.

,,,,14,. ,

.. pleS''Were clAses of; 51-150' and` Classes, larger than.45U.'
4 1 e

.
0

\ I o

It is interesting. thatto note that between 11 and 12 per i

:
_

I

) ..

... ,

cent of both samples had not completed a single college level
- -

we.

mathematics course, While only 26 per cent had comipleted as

many as three.
,
Almost 19 per cent of the prospective and 23

,

.per cent of thes4xperienced teachers indicated they had not.

sgompleteda single methods course in teaching elementary

school*mathemati: 'Attention should alio be directed thethe

fact that at least.90'per cent of both samples-failed to meet

the minimum'Committee on..the'UrideAgrAdpate Program in Mathe-
% 6

, .

matics (CUPM) recommendations for undergraduate elementary.
4.

school teacherS (Wagne 1963)1

Language-Arts and Social- Studies were_named'as the most

common academic specializations for both:groups.. -Mathematics

was 7S-elected by'only'4:6 per cent'of the Prospective:and,3.5

. per cent°,of the experidnced teachers.
.

The experienced t c leeacher amp provided additional .0tata .
.

... , ,
. .

, .
. _

.
.,

which revealed that 59 per cent of the sample 110, five,of
1 - . - .4, . .

) . _
, fewei years teaching

.

experience, while
.

only 446 per cent had
1

-. ..,,,
.

....

More than 20 years: Approximately 30 oer cent of the 'sample
0 r Ga .

did not teach mathematics as part of their regular teaching

load. Over one-third of the sample reported that it had been

between five and 10 years since they Aad dompleted a college'
C.

,
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:
.,level mathetlatibs cnntent or methods course, while 15, ,per

-

cent Ihdi-qated that it had been more' than.10 years.
/

.e

E5
.15

,STATIBTICAL DATA

Product-mOment correlations were obtained from the three

-
.

..,..

arithmetic subtest scores and each variable previdusly dis.-
. ei. _ , :

.

cussed. .For the,pUrpose of this article, only the
..

correla-
. :

tionspetween the total arithmetig gccires and eachvqriable
,-

are presented. Itlls the opinion of. the wrier that the
. e.

. .1
.,

t tOtal.aat chmetio,scores orrelated' with each variable
.

reflect 'an accurate account. of the'Stafistical data. obtained
.

.froirl the etudy. .

<

Results of-the mean arithmetic subtest scores
A

"8amples are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1

:PROSPECTIVE-EXPERIENCEDELEMENTARY TEACHERS':

MEAN RA:SCORES'ON EACH ARITHMETIC pupik,:sT :Z

0 ,
5

Subtests

1.

'

fob'. both

/
11

.31

Number , PET* Per EET*-. Per /
\\of.items ItemS Cent-, Itets ', Cent /

Correct Correct dbtreot.'Correct

Computation 41 00:19

Concepts \ 40 .,,2850

.73.6 30.11 73.-4/.
0

*71.3 ,. ',70/:7

..ApplicAtions 36, 21.51, 59.8 : 23.39'

Total 117. 80-.20 68.5 81,76 -.46

*PET -.Prospective Elemeiltary.Teachers

*BET - Experienced Eletentary Teachers
r/

4.

e

A.
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The /results of this st.wly were,'ratlier more ehcouraging
than ,tha6se reportedyby 11ulkersoh (1960) in his study of 158
prospective and experifel/c"ed/ elementary

a.40 item arithineti.c test,, prospective
teachers, int 1955. On

teachers attained a,
' mean raw score of 11'. - whilethe experieticed- teachers had

. ,
had

' ,
, ) a: '

scoremean' raw score of 2 ,,6 iteMS dorr.ect., , Results of this study,,
. .---. , .'IA

,,.
like. Fulkerson:' s , x-eveald that -experienced elementary teach-

.. ., .. , r , ,
,

a eits answered' corractly a larger percentagei,of the items" than, .. .. .x ..
di's:V.-the prospective ..E1.Achers.

/ -.Both samples in this '.study produ ed raw ,scores on the
tOtal achievement test (117 items) , nging 'from low of 19-
to a high of,1'1160 The range of scor s presented. here was
Similar- to' other studies that investigated ,prospective and

,' , ., . . ,

, ekperiencea elementary teacher competence in mathematics..,
, 11. ,-.

Creswel4.,,(1-967). repOrted -a range in raw, scores of four .to
.17"-.

' I: '1/4.,LL- .
: ._

112 on -a, 120' item- arithinetic test given to 1,075 'elementary.
. . "*,1

,

..-
.

4Schdol teachers ill_ 1965; . Approximately 67 per cent of. z< . .. -,

teresWell 'TS gamp'1e ,achieved a raw" scores.;of '65 or less , with
i

ean ...score of 56:31 items. c orrect A group, of 124 sixth-
. - ., , .,. ...--7," ,.4" 1

.g ade students takipg the- same test (130, items), achie.wed a

/mean. score of 65.25 items: correct.;
, r 1 , , ,2-

. .
. Total. 'achievement scores //for ,prospective and experienced ,

. ..-- , ... ..
teachers in thi's stticlv_ aid pot differ greatly from, scores ::.",

7

e
reported lir Bean (1959) , his study, 450 ,experi,enced

,/. ,- -.
_,' ..mentary teachers.,answere.d-,. correatly 65 eper cent of the items

.
.

, .. . . 1 ..
. - .on an 80 item fast; while -the responlents it this is udy

. .

t .
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.

0 t
1 ,

. . /
.

. .

i
$,nswere, 0.5 per cent of t 117 items correctly.t .., , ,

. '-f. ..

Achievement subtest nditotal scores :m
.

ere convertdd to A* ' . . :,
. gr ade scores ,and.,,percentile ranks in.drder . to compare -:31i.o--,, -.

. . .
,

%

..-a soective and experienced elementary feather performince with .
,

, - .

. ."f i . .
. a.

a standardized population (Kelley 1964). When comparing the
-, ,

. .. 1 .
-

&chieVeent' of both samples to, ..the sixth' and .seventh grade
. .

.
.. .norm's, their scores. were syffitiently high, enough to .place

:*.r
' , . '

. .
.

i them within 'the n!/.yety_to ninety-eight p9rcentile range....
. .

...

A
1

4 v lit;Wever, when' EheSe.eame scores were cotipared.to. the eigh th
,

.
.. t .

.
' ,

,

and ninth' grade norm l; they 'ranked, in the. seventy and Sixty
s

'' , . ' \
a

percentile -range's respectiVe,ly.: These gomparieops might be -.
.

I ,,,,,,

, an` indication that pro4e&tive aria experienced plementar .

.

'

l' , ,
.

.
teachers' do not posesfs the desired Rathe"MitiCal. fundame -

1.
/ :

, ,

.._.tals 'that are 'expected, of rilbstjunidr high school stpdeni s. .

,

,' A)

COMPARING ACHIEVEMENT1, ATTITUDES,. AND'SELECTED VARNIBLEsi
,

:./ Prbspective and' experdenced elementary teachers' ac lieve-.

.

.
. -

.

. c., merit and attitudjes'toward mathematics were
1'signifiantl

re-
a .

./ - g
- latr tb fiche 'number of high school and college mathematics

.
,

Courses completed and grade level' eaching preference or

,

teaching assignment. Respondents thatcompleted A greater

number f- mat h eatics .courses.ses. (hig l i school_and l l ege) at -'.
p

taired hi\ her,scores on grithrdeticoachievement and had more.
.

. .-

"P- poSitiVe attitudes toward mathematics than those teachers
\, .

,-completing feter courses,
,

','-
. -

f
/

.The" findings of this st udy were Oppoped to those.repoft-
. 0

ed by
0

Cerrolls (1961)-, wh9cdhcluded. that thpre was no
... .

1 .,
.

, 1 ,

.1
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. .. ...

significant relationship-between mathematics understanding ,

10

1 m

t
\ ..

and th mount. of high school or college mathematics, studied.
11

- .

miiarfy, 'Ahialips (1953) reported that rnathematIcs-achieve-
,4'-.

1 :

not reflect *the extent of pre--,cdXleae, preparation in Matte7

11t in meaning, mechanical talserl did,

-

.

<

,

7-
(

i

.mat'ics. 'Gilbert (19§6) and Withne1I-.41367) on\the other
,

hand, reported that a stronger tigh schC1 and college math- .%,-
. , . , . - .

. 9
O

'ematics background .resulted in a-better under Landing' of
...

, ...'. ....
.\

arithmetic. .
. .,

.

.' . . \ ,
.' \ .

Prospective elementaryeacliers selecting '4-6 as
-i 'S. .

.
i. i I

g
i 4

1
''a teaching assignment and those experienced e/]/Mentary teach--.
t. 2

1

ers
%
assigned to those same grade levels, reported higher

'achievetent saores And more positiVe Attitudes toward mathe-
.

matios.than their c...bAnterparts %with preferences or assign--

-merits -in gr4ades'E-3.'
,

These results agree with thosd report-.

ed by Kane'(19.68). Kane, reported' a distinc difference be-4

tween the attitudes of students preferring td\ teach. in grades

K-3 and those wanting to, ,teach in grades 4761 PrOspecti7

teachers in the 4-6 group attained maredo1,-- sitive

. scores :than did those in the K-=-3 grolip.

attitude

As one might expe.ct; those prospective.and experienced,_
; .

elementary teachers selecting' mathematics,as an academic

specializatioin reported higher achievement scores and more

attitudes toward matheMatics than their peers se-
. ,.

1d6ting specialization other than mathematiOs. ProsPecti1:9*
,

. .

.

and experienced elementary teachers selecting Art as. their
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.

O

academic. specialization reportedthe loweS't achievement in

mathmaticS' and had the ie4t positive attitudpi toward

mathematics.

Significa t relationShips. were found- between achievement

in mathematics an'd age for the experienced elementary teach- r?
.-;,cers but not for TAAprospective 'teachers. This is not sur-.

0
,

Prising-due to the restricted age range of prospective tear,
......

ers (74 per cent fell wit, n the 18-24 age bracket),. Young-
.

-.. ' e"1/4. .

s

er experienced teachers (18-24 years of age) scored.signifi-
.

cantly higher in achievement than did experiences teachers
.15

in the other ag041Drackets. The number of methods courses

.

completed by experienced teachers; unlike proipective teach-__
es,. was signifiCantly related to, achievement in ihathematics.

tkperienced teachers completed more methods, courses than

\ .

prospective teachers; however, a dkstinction was not made
.-

\ ,

between undergraduate and graduate courses,-.Thi?s might also -

account for the significant diffdrence'between the Correla-

tions of both samples. In addition, the.data also revealed

that there wasno significantrelationship,between sex and

mathematical achievement for b4h groups.

Prospective and experienced elementary teachers that pos-

sessed'a more positive attitude toward mathematics were male

and those'respondents teaching or planning to teach in grades

14-6. Attitudes toward mathematics of prospective -and experi-
s

enced elementary teachers were found not to be significan
; *

related to age and the size of high school graduating class.
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In addition, the level of profesSional training, teaching

experience, and the number of. years since completing a col-

lege level mathematics content or methods course was found

not to be significantly related to the attitudes toward math-

ematics of experienced teachers. These results were similar

to those reported by Stright.,(1§66). She concluded that-the
.//

teacher's educational back'ground, rectnt training, teaching

experience, and age, 7 0.!ared not to be significantly related

to his attitude tol;rad the teaching of arithmetic.

Experienced elementary teachers' attitude toward mathe-'

matics was significantly related to the number of classes in

mathematics they taught each day. Experienced teachers teach-

ing mathematics in a departmentalized or semi-departmentalcied

program reported more positive attitudes toward mathematics
*31

than those teachers not teaching 'mathematics.or those teach-
,.

iing mathematics.in a self-contained classroom.

PROSPECTIVE VS. EXPERIENCED ELEMENTARY TEACHERS--

COMPARING ACHIEVEME/IT AND ATTITUDES

'In order to test fOr significant differences between the

achievement in mathematics and between he attitudes toward

mathematics of prospective and experienced elementary teach-

ers, the--t tet-was used to test the difference between the

'means of independent samples.

The data revealed in Table 2 indicate that there were

no significant differences between the computation, concepts,



TABLE 2

1

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE,MEANS OF ARITHMETIC ACHIEVEMENT'

FOR PROSPECTIVE AND EXPERIENCED ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

Prospective
Elementary
Teachers
N=724

.

Experienced
Elementary
Teachers
N=284 Diff. t

Computation 30.19 30-11 : 0.08 '0.140

Concepts' 28.50 0.24 0.500

-Applications 21.51 23.'39 1.88 4.700**

Total 80.20 81.76 1.56 1.181

** Significant at the .01 level

and total arithmetic, achievemeriI scores of prospective and

experienced elementary teachers. .Experienced teachers, how-

ev , did score significantly higher in arithmetic appliCa-

tions than prospective teachers.

Attitude sccres presented in Tables-3 and 4 indicate the

'respondents' feelings toward matheMatics, as measured by the

Revised Math Attitude Scale. The s412measured a poi'son's

attitude toward mathematics in,tkmg.6i a nec nedtral,
4(1

or a positive attitude. The.scoring proc re Jfor'the scale-

', was altered (for this study) for the convenience of facili-

tating the electebnic scoring device used to interpret thIL

data. The original'scale reflected a range from zero (nega-
;

tive) to 80 (positive) with a score of 40 representing a
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neutral feeling, about mat "a-tics. The Scores reported for

this study were retTersed, r bY causing a score of 20 to

be highly positive and a score of 0 to be. highly negative.

A score of 60 denoted a neutral feeling tow d mathematics.

TABLE 3
\

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE MEAN ATTITUDE SCORES 0

PROSPECTIVE AND EXPERIENCED ELEMENTARY TEACHE

Number of Mean
. Subjects Scores Dify ence

Prospective
Elementary
Teachers 724 , 53.45

Experienced
Elementaiy
Teachers

** Significant at the .01 level

284 49.81 2.9l2*

c

As indicated in Table 3, a significant difference existed

between the-attitudes toward mathematics of prospective And

experienced elementary teachers, Experienced elementary
\' A

teachers seemed to have a slightly more positive attitude

toward mathematics than proSpec4ve elementary teachers.

Part of the d,ta obtained from the prospective elemen-
,

tary teacher questionnaire was related to the instituion

(public or private) they attended. kn examination of Table 4

revealed that prospective elementary teachers attend' g

privately supported colleges'or universities scbred

41.! .

4



. TABLEA

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE' MEAtt ARITHMETIC ACHIEVEMENT AND

-'-'-----...

OTITUDE SCORES' OF PROSPECTIVE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

,ATTENDING STATE AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS-

15

Prospective Teachers
State .

',Institutions
1 N =581

. Private -

%Institutions
N=1 3

Diff.

.

Computations'

Concepts

Applications

Total

-Attitude

'-

.

29.89'

28.08

241:30

79.16

54.25

31.93

30.23

22.40

- 84.51

49.47

2.04 3.090 **

2.15°1 3.981**

'2.444*

5.35.- 3.566**

4.78 3.083**
--.

--
* Signifidant at the .0.5 level r'

** Significant. at the .01 level

significantly higher on each of the arithmetic subtests than

the prospective eletentary teachers attending .state support-

/
1 ed colleges and universities- In addition, their attitudes

I

e 1 toward mathematics were significantly more positive.
i

.
..- .

SUMMARY

The results of this study indicated that there was no

significant difference be&Teen the arithmetic achievement of

prospective and experienced elementary teachers. only

significant difference occurred when a comparison between

the arithmetic application scores of prospective teachers

rj
_
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was made viith those of the experienced teachers, with the,
.

.
..*,

.

-difference being in favor of the latter. Experienced teach-.

-....

ers also had a-more positive attitude toward mathematics
.

than the prospective teachers. In additicin, prospective
/

elementary teachers attending private institutions shad sig-

nificantly more positive attitudes toward mathematics and
.-

,
.

- scored significa tly higher in mathematical achievement, than
.. .

those prospective elementary- teachers attending tate #11-. ,

i .
0 ,

. . .

' astiptions. it Niould..be pointed out, however, that while

many of the produc -moment-poirelations were statistically
.

significant at.tIle .\(), and .01...levels, most of the coeffi7
';' ID ..

cients.weke low in sizt.:and'indicate only minor or 'weak
N

trends, I 13.

While thereare many variables that may affect prospec-
.

tive and experienced teachers' mathematical achievement and

attitudes toWard. mathematics, there are several that have

more predominant influence than others. The number of high

school and college mathematics courses completed appear to

be the most dominant factors in determining mathematical

achievement and causing positive attitudes toward-mathema-

tics.; The size of the high, schoal graduating crass and

grade level teaching preference appear to be other influenc-

ing factors in determining attitudes toward matheTatics-and

math matical achievement.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

On the asis of the results of this study, there are a
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number of variables that appear to play significant roles in
3

determining prospective and experienced \eachers' attitudes

toward mathematics and their competence in mathematics.

Since -the-'number of high scho 1 and college mathematics

factor /i.
n shaping,positiveattltudes toward mathematic,

/

, \

f

/,

matical, achievement and seem to be the greatekt influencing

'
- 3'

0, \.,
teacher preparation institutions should give careful.eonsid-

r

. \f/, t %,
' \'eration, to the pre-,college and college level mathematics

.

training of prospective elementary teachers. An investiga-1
1

=, -

courses compldted appear to be the best indicatoi of-mathe-
.

tion of the general information Catalogueq of many state and

private colleges and universities reveals that a number of

institutions responsible for training teachers, do not4re-

quire 'ngle course. .matherrfatics designed specifically
'/-61--

.
,

for the elementary teacher. It would appear that by imple=

menting a minimum mathematics requirement kor all elementary_

education majors, the level of mathematical competence of

.thee teachers might improve significantly. In additibn, it

would not seem unreasonable for all colleges and\niversitips.

to place abhigh priority on satisfying the tUI5M:,Le 1 ikrec-

ommendations for elementary teachers. 0
\,

4

r^ \
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